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ABSTRAK

ABSTRACT

With today's technological advances, smartphones have become a useful facility. Hence, many applications are developed to achieve that goal. Among them, the Online Tutor Management System (EziTutor) which aims to help students and Tutors meet and interact with each other to make tuition classes. This application was developed due to the problems faced by many people in Malaysia especially the parents of that have children in school that they had to pay an expensive price to send their children to a tuition center or an extra class. It is a burden to parents who want to see their children excel like other children. In addition, the problem arises is the quality of the teaching staff and materials is irrelevant. This is because the instructors are not aware of and follow the syllabus taught in schools. There are also those who teach only to find some money regardless of is the knowledge that the student understands or not. As a result, the sacrifice of parents of students seems to be futile and not beneficial to their children. Time and distance are also factoring why students have problems with tuition classes. This is because the class schedule has been set by the tuition and cannot be changed according to the suitability of the student. For students who are away from the tuition center, it is also a matter of commuting to the place. Another problem is that there is no other alternative ways for students to know who provides extra classes or tuition services outside their area except tuition centers. Because of these problems the EziTutor app is developed. This app can reduce the cost of the student to pay the tuition rate because there are no extra charges from the tuition center. This app can detect the location of the tutor who wants to make a tuition class that located near to the student. Students can compare the price of each tuition class and register the name in the class. Notifications will be given to tutor. With this application hopefully, it will help students to be excellent students especially for low-income families. The objective of this project is to develop mobile-based applications, and to improve the features of existing learning applications. Rapid Method of Application Development Cycle (RAD) has been selected as a software development software for this project.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of study

In the civilization era of information and communication system, people are easily getting information and connect with each other using their smartphone. This happen because it gets support with new and rapidly growing Mobile application sector. This growing sector can give global positive impact or negative impact to its users. Many developers created android application and iOS application that focus on entertainment such as games, music, social media and other to its mobile application user but few of them created mobile application that can help people in their daily routine or in life. For example, Google Maps and manage to help people to travel from one destination to other destination in short distance as possible. Moreover, this help the people make calculate of budget before travelling and can save cost and time. Thus, the role of mobile application is big enough to give impact to society and change the way how we are living.

This EziTutor mobile application use the function of Google Maps and implement at different area which is education in Malaysia. The purpose of this application mainly to help student especially from poverty family to have a better education by providing a platform for student and tutor meet each other. Currently, tuition centre is the ideal place for both student and tutor to meet each other but there are many issues regarding the tuition centre such as highly fees. Thus, student from poverty family cannot afford to have tuition.

EziTutor mobile application is used android as it operating system. This application shows how many tutors available, the distance and cost so that student can select their preferable choice. By doing this student from poverty family can select the lowest fees to have tuition with a standard level of quality tutor. Only qualify people can
be register as tutor in this application by selecting based on their resume and certificate for safety and quality issue. Hopefully this application can change the way of education in Malaysia.

1.2 Problem Statement

With the success development and growth of economic and technology in Malaysia, giving the best education to the people is the main factor behind of it. It should start with our children in their kindergarten, primary and secondary school. Moreover, this new generation is our hope to lead the country in the future. Thus, everyone must take responsible to take care of this new generation especially parents and tutors. One thing that parents that can do to improve and help the education of their children is by sending their children to tuition either conducted by the school itself of outside of the school. (Labour & Survey, 2015)

The tuition centre is place where the students are usually taught how to tackle examination question. Thus, this is the most preferable place to send their children to gain more knowledge and excel in examination among parents in Malaysia. Unfortunately, there are several weakness and issue regarding the tuition centre. First, the issue is not all parents have the financial ability to support their children to get this extra education. The charging fees of tuition centre is expensive because there are many individuals involve which are tutors, staff of tuition centre and the owner of the place. The solution to this problem currently is to gain more financial income by doing more jobs or part time jobs. This become a burden especially poverty family. (Renehan, 2015)

Second, the students do not know who will be teaching them because the tutors are provided by the tuition centre. They do not have flexibility to choose the tutor who are teaching the subject. Furthermore, there is tutor that provided by the tuition centre teaching the subject not in their niche area and they not know the current school syllabus. The tuition centre lack of experience tutor but in same times still doing the business because of money. Thus, the student will not achieve the good result in their examination because this extra class does not give any added value and knowledge to them. (Lumpur, 2016)
Lastly, tutor or people who want to do part time job for teaching are depend with the tuition centre. Tutor need to wait if the tuition centre is not available for them and if they want to do the tuition by their own it is difficult for them to get student. This is because there is no platform provided for gathering the student except the tuition centre.

**Table 1.1 the Summary of Problem Statement**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The tuition centre fees expensive</td>
<td>There are many parties involve such as the owner of the place, tutor and staff that organize the tuition centre</td>
<td>Parent need to find other income to pay this fee especially student that come from poverty family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unqualified or inexperienced tutor</td>
<td>The tutor provide by the tuition centre is not from education background or not expert in the subject that they teach</td>
<td>Student cannot understand what the tutor teaches and will affect the examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student and tutor do not have contact each other</td>
<td>The student wants to find the best tutor for the subject and tutor need gather student that want learn the subject, but both cannot contact each other</td>
<td>Student and tutor need to depend on tuition centre to learn and teach the subject respectively</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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